
X: On To Paris! Introductory Scenario

X.1 Scenario Length and Setup
Starting VPs: N/A

Starting Turn: turn 2 (August I 1870)

Ending Turn: turn 2 (August I 1870)

Both players set-up simultaneously and the scenario begins with the Resource Phase of game turn 2 (Aug I), as 
modified below.

X.2 Background
This scenario models the action of the southern flank at the start of the historical conflict.  Each side only has 
one Army (the Prussian 3rd Army versus the French Army of Alsace) and only a few additional units.

X.3 Scenario Special Rules
Areas of Play

The only areas of the map that are in-play are all hexes in Bavaria, Baden and those hexes in France from 
hexrows 21xx to 29xx, hex numbers 35 and higher (i.e. Metz is the upper left corner of the in-play area). See 
shaded map area below.

In addition, the Prussian player may not enter Bitche (hex 2939 – outlined in dark purple in the map below) – 
whether occupied or not – if at least one French Formation is adjacent to Bitche (note: a Formation in Bitche 
does not prevent the Prussians from entering the hex).

Design Note: Effectively, this means that the French flank is sealed as long as the French player is able to keep 
a Formation adjacent to Bitche, but when they begin to fall back from this area, then their flank becomes 
exposed. Historically, the Prussians drove a wedge between the two French armies and this partly simulates 
that.



Rules

If desired, the players could play this scenario with the full rules, modifying them only per the victory rules 
(section 3), sequence of play (section 4) and availability of CPs and IPs (in section 8, below). However, it is 
suggested that the rules be MODIFIED for this scenario as follows to introduce the players to the key concepts 
of On To Paris! without a lot of the extra 'chrome':

Section 3 (Victory): Victory is determined as follows: Either side wins an automatic victory if the 
opposing Army unit is eliminated. Alternatively, if the Prussian player ends the turn capable of initiating a siege of
the Fortress of Strasbourg, the Prussian player wins. In all other situations, the French player wins.

Section 4 (Sequence of Play): The following changes occur:

– Resource Phase: The only things that occur are that the Prussian player places the Prussian 
Secondary RL marker on the 3rd Army, the French player places the French Secondary RL 
marker on the Army of Alsace, and then CPs are rolled for. Players gain the full CPs for the 
Secondary and Discretionary CP RL markers.

IMPORTANT: In all subsequent rolls for CPs (due to ties during Initiative), players receive full 
Secondary CPs, but only half of the Discretionary CPs (rounded up).

– Action Phase: Followed as normal, but the Initiative player does not receive a free reinforcement
SP and the number of IPs available to each player is halved (rounded up).

OPTIONAL RULE: If players want a bit more of the feel of the main On To Paris! game, it is 
recommended to give each player their Primary RL marker to hold off-map. At any point during 
the scenario, immediately after both players have rolled Initiative, the side that won Initiative 
may use their Primary RL marker to result in both players spending the full Initiative difference 
(i.e. don't halve the IPs); that player then permanently discards their Primary RL marker.

– The scenario ends at the Siege Resolution Phase prior to actually resolving any sieges (though 
players are encouraged to resolve any to see how the siege process works).

Section 5 (Leaders): The following leader-related rules are not used: 5.1.5, 5.1.6, 5.1.7, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 
5.6, 5.7, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. Specifically, if a leader is every wounded or killed, they are replaced by a 
Replacement Leader (5.8) for the remainder of the scenario.

Section 6 (Armies, Corps and ZOI): SPs cannot be rearranged – once an SP is contained in a 
Formation, it remains there until eliminated. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 are not used – Armies and Corps cannot be 
rebuilt if eliminated. 6.4 is only used if players Attach during the Action Phase. ZOIs (6.5) are used with no 
changes.

Section 7 (Reinforcements): The only portion of reinforcements used is entry of SPs, which must be as
follows:

– French SPs must be entered at Metz (hex 2935), Nancy (2635), Schlettstadt (2440) or 
Strasbourg (2640) per normal reinforcement rules or in a Formation per the normal rules.

– Prussian SPs must be entered Landau (3141), Karlsruhe (2943) or Rastatt (2842) per normal 
reinforcement rules or in a Formation per the normal rules.

Players may only spend IPs on regular Infantry Emergency Reinforcements (7.6). Sections 7.1, 7.2.2, 
7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.7 and 7.8 are not used.

Section 8 (CP and IPs): These sections are used as written except as follows:

– RL markers may not be relocated (8.1.3).

– Each player only receives their Secondary RL marker CPs and one half (rounded up) of their 
rolled Discretionary CPs (exception: first CP roll) – no other CPs are available during the 
scenario.

– The number of IPs each Segment is halved, rounded up (8.5.2).



– No Free Reinforcement SP for the Initiative Player (8.5.3).

– The Prussian player may not use the Prussian General Staff (8.8).

OPTIONAL RULE: Upon agreement among the players, allow the Prussian Player to use the 
General Staff one time.

– New Formations, Field Fortifications, Supply Depots may not be built, leaders may not be 
voluntarily removed, RL markers may not be relocated, and there is no penalty for activating a '*'
leader (8.9.1).

Section 9 (Supply): This section is used as written except Supply Depots may not be built and section 
9.8 is ignored (as there are no Siege Guns in this scenario).

Section 10 (Movement): This section is used as written except as follows:

– 10.2.10 and 10.8.6 are ignored (no Siege Guns or Franc-Tireur SPs in scenario)

– Movement to/from off-map boxes is prohibited

– Control (10.10) is ignored for railroads – there are no Railhead markers in this scenario.

Section 11 (Special Forms of Movement): 

Rail Movement is restricted as follows: Both players may rail move up to one unit each Segment 
(not counting any SPs entering as reinforcements) subject to the restrictions in the second paragraph of section 
11.1.1. In addition, for the French player, this movement may only enter rail hexes in France and for the Prussian
player, only within Bavaria and Baden. Sections 11.1.2 and 11.1.3 are ignored for this scenario.

Sea Transport is prohibited.

Pontoon Bridges may be build by both sides per the regular rules.

Section 12 (Reaction): This section is used as written with no modifications.

Section 13 (Combat): This section is used as written with no modifications

SUGGESTED OPTIONAL RULE: Players can agree to omit 13.13 – Battle Impact.

Section 14 (Cavalry): This section is used as written.

Section 15 (Artillery): This section is used as written.

Section 16 (Fortifications): This section is used as written (but note that no sieges will be resolved, as 
the scenario ends prior to actual siege resolution).

Section 17 (special Infantry SPs): This section is not used, as there are no F-T or Reserve Infantry 
SPs in this scenario.

Section 18 (Politics): This section is not used.

X.4 Prussian Forces
Intro-scenario set-up clarifications (these apply to all scenarios but are written here to make them clearer to first 
time players).

The Prussian player takes the HRH Prinz Friedrich Leader unit and places it in the four SP box of the Prussian 
3rd Army (19.2) on the Prussian Army Card. They then take the v. Kirchbach, v. Bose, v. der Tann, v. Hartmann, 
and v. Tumpling Leader units, placing them at the respective SP strengths on the Prussian Corps Card as listed
in the tables below. The Division Leaders v. Obernitz and v. Keller are placed on the map in the hexes indicated, 
with the respective number of SPs (though players are reminded that Division Leaders do not contain SPs, they 
may simply move with SPs (5.2.3; 10.8.2). The Cavalry Divisions are placed in the hexes indicated either face-
up (representing two Cavalry Strength Points, CSPs) or face-down (one CSP), as indicated in the set-up tables. 
Finally, the Prussian player takes all of their Replacement Leaders on their Prussian Force Pool Card and sets 
up additional markers per 19.1 (exception: the Primary and Tertiary RL and CP markers are not used).



X.4.1 Prussian Armies

X.4.2 Prussian Corps and Cavalry Divisions

X.4.3 Prussian Non-Formation Forces

  3144 (Heidelberg)

  3144 (Heidelberg)

X.4.4 Prussian Force Notes
Prussian forces may not leave the map area. If forced to retreat out of the map area they are considered 
eliminated.

X.4.5 Prussian Available Leaders
NONE

X.4.6 Prussian Permanently Eliminated Leaders
NONE

X.4.7 Prussian Available Formations
NONE

X.5 Prussian SP Tracks
Regular Infantry: 3

X.6 Prussian Other
von Moltke Use: N/A [OPTIONAL: 1]

Rail Heads: N/A

French Cities Controlled: N/A

French Fortifications Controlled: N/A

German Assault Doctrine Penalty: Box 1 (“start” box)



X.7 French Forces
Intro-scenario set-up clarifications (these apply to all scenarios but are written here to make them clearer to first 
time players).

The French player takes the MacMahon Leader unit and places it in the four SP box of the French Army of 
Alsace Army (19.2) on the French Army Card. They then take the Ducrot, deFailly, and Douay Leader units, 
placing them at the respective SP strengths on the French Corps Card as listed in the tables below. The 
Cavalry Divisions are placed in the hexes indicated either face-up (representing two Cavalry Strength Points, 
CSPs) or face-down (one CSP), as indicated in the set-up tables. Finally, the French player takes all of their 
Replacement Leaders on their French Force Pool Card and sets up additional markers per 19.1 (exception: 
the Primary and Tertiary RL and CP markers are not used).

X.7.1 French Armies

X.7.2 French Corps and Cavalry Divisions

X.7.3 French Non-Formation Forces

X.7.4 French Force Notes
French forces may not leave the map area. If forced to retreat out of the map area they are considered 
eliminated.

X.7.5 French Available Leaders
NONE

X.7.6 French Permanently Eliminated Leaders
NONE

X.7.7 French Available Formations
NONE

X.8 French SP Tracks
Regular Infantry: 3



X.9 French Other
Confirmed Army Leaders: N/A

Rail Heads: N/A

Prussian Cities Controlled: N/A

Prussian Fortifications Controlled: N/A

French Government: Empire

French Artillery Time Fuse Penalty: Box 1 (“start” box)
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